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On the Number of Minimum Size Separating Vertex Sets in a Graph

3 Arkady Kanevsky

Coordinated Science Laboratory
University of Illinois

Urbana. IL 61801

1 July 1987

ABSTRACT
We prove an 0(n2) upper bound for the number of separating k-sets in an

undirected k-connected graph for fixed k. For fixed k the upper bound is tight up to a
constant factor.

/ i 1. Introduction

Connectivity is an important graph property and there has been a considerable amount of work on vertex con-

nectivity of graphs1E . - ', C.....e..i. An undirected graph G = (VE) is k-connected if for any subset V"

U of k-I vertices of G the subgraph induced by V-V' is connected'fTu']. A subset V of k vertices is a separating k-

set if the subgraph induced by V-V" is not connected. For k=1 the set V' becomes a single vertex which is called

an articulation point, and for k=2,3 the sets V" are called a separating pair and separating triplet, respectively.

Efficient algorithms are available for finding all separating k-sets in k-connected undirected graphs for k3,

FTaHoTaMiRaKaRa].

. :.We addressr the following question: what is the maximum number of separating k-sets in a k-connected

undirected graph? : -

fl An undirected graph G on n vertices and m edges has a trivial upper bound on the number of separating k-sets

of [ n for any k. The graph that achieves it is a graph on n vertices without any edges. For k=1 the maximumJk
number of articulation points in an undirected connected graph is (n-2) and a graph that achieves it is a path on n [-

vertices. For k=2 the maximum number of separating pairs in an undirected biconnected graph is n (n-3) and a
2

graph that achieves it is a cycle on n vertices [KaRa2]. For k=3 the maximum number of separating triplets in an

This rsearh was supported by NSF under ECS 8404866, the Semiconductor Research Corporation under 86-12-109 and the Joint Services Cori-

Electronics Program under NOOOI4-84-C.0149. uO
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undirected triconnected graph is (n-1)(n-4) and a graph that achieves it is a wheel on n vertices (KaRa2.
2

We will generalize the result of [KaRa2], to give an 0 (3*n2) upper bound of the number of separating k-sets

in an undirected k-connected graphs. The bound is worst-case optimal up to a constant factor for fixed k and we

will present a graph (generalizations of cycle and wheel) that achieves it.

1 2. Upper bound for general k

I Let G=(VE) be an undirected k-connected graph with n vertices and m edges. Let g(n) be the maximum

number of separating k-sets for k-connected graphs on n vertices.

Theorem 1 g (n) = 0 (3 :n2 ) for fixed k.

Proof: Let V'= {v 1,v2, " ,vk) be a separating k-set, whose removal separates G into nonempty GI and G2 (see

Figure 1).

viI qv

Figure 1.
Separating G into GI and G2 by separating k-set {vI, ,vk)

A separating k-set (w1 ,w 2, ",wk) of G is a cross separating k-set with respect to V' if 3i,j: wE G1 and

w1 e G2. Let the cardinality of G, be 1 then the cardinality of G2 is n-I-k. Let the maximum number of cross

I separating k-sets bef (1,n -1). Then any g (n) that satisfies the recurrence

g(n)=max g(+k)+g(n-)+f(o,n-o)+fn e
S is the upper bound on the number of separating k-sets in G.
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Lemma 1 f (I,n-l)< 3 (n-1 -k)l

SProof .Let (w1 ,w 2 , .. ,wk) be a cross separating k-set with (wl, "' ,w,) c G I, (w,.., " ,wk) c G 2  and

({w,... ,w,.)} :c (vj, " - ,v}). The separating k-set (wl,w 2, ... ,wk) separates G1 into G 3 and G 4 , separates
30=_- I G2 into G5 and G6, and divides {v1, ,vk) into (v1, ". ,v,), (v,,, , "" ,vk) and v,4 = w,, i = 1 t.... . (see

Figure 2)

Case 1 None of Gi, i = 3,4,5,6 are empty. (see Figure 2)

Iv
Gk

r+t+1

( ,VFigure 2.

Separating G into nonempty components by separating k-sets{ v l, " ' , - vk ) an d {W I, -' " ,W k ) .

The sets (w1 ,w 2,' ,W s+ ,Vl, .. ,v, , (w I,w 2 , ws .v , ' , 4 j, (V I, " ,V +, ,Ws+ +I,W k)

and (v, +, ",Vk,Ws+t+1, ' ,wk) are separating sets of G which separates G3, G4, G5 and G6 respectively, so

Utheir cardinalities are bigger than or equal to k. Then,

[s+t+rak r+s+tk
r+t+k-s-tak r s r=s

s+t+k-r-t k s2r => r+s+t=k
k-r+k-s-tk k r+s+t

3 We replace the subscript r by s from now on.

U Claim 1 V i i = s+l...t 3 xre nonempty G, j = 3,4,5,6: (v,,x,)e E.
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Proof: W.L.O.G.assume 3v: Vxe G3: (, vi)EE. Then (V, " t,v,w, ,w,} - (vi) is a separating (k-1)-set.* []

Suppose we have a separating k-set (w,1  ,,,W+~l*',+,,, , * ,uk), where

,, " " ,uk) belongs to G6. This separating k-set separates G6 into G6 and G. (see Figure 3)

V

V

S~t+ I s ~a w k

r+t+ I

U4

Figure 3.
Illustrating the proof of Claim 2.

S Claim 2 G6 is empty.

Proof: Suppose it is not empty. Then (w, ,, " ,wk,u,+, 1, •uk) is separating set, so its cardinality must be

bigger than or equal to k. But the cardinality of this separating set is less than k since I < a :5k-s-t-1. This con-

S tradiction proves the Claim.

0

Claim 3 Number of separating k-sets with [wl, • • ,w,+,) fixed with at least one vertex from (w5 , • ,wk) is

< 21.

Proof: If there exists such a separating k-set different from (w1, ... ,wk} then by Claim 2 its vertices in G2 dif-

ferent from (w,+,. 1 , ,wk) belong to the neighbors of {w, ,Wk}. Assume there exists such a separating
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k-set (wI. Wz.j+&.,u+js+t, "".us bYs+Cs .. .' "Yk). where (u,+ 1 .'", u,4 ,.+b}cG5  and

3 {y,.+,, , .. ,yk)cG6. Also, a,b a I and k-s-t-a-b > 1. (see Figure 4)

3 Uk

I E 2 
E 3

0v E s+t+a+ I

rWs+t+l D 2  Wk

wl w sYs+t+& t s+ a " "

r+t+l t1 b+I

Figure 4.

Illustrating choice for cross separating k-set with [wl, ""- ,w,+,) fixed.

Then (W,+,, Wt . ',Us+,+a+b,Y,+t+.+b+l, * Yk) separates w,+t+, t, '" .wk) from the rest of

the graph, and cardinality of this separating set is less than k. Hence, if there are separating k-sets

(w, , " " ,I .t.+b,Yst+ + +bl, ,} then eitherb = 0 ork-s-t-a-b = O.

Assume there are two separating k-sets: [WI, I I •ws+t+),US+(+l I •Uk} and

{w I, •. " W + Ys.4+I+ I. , " "Y'0 . T hen {w , +, "' ,Ut,Ys+(+a+l , "' ,yk separates

fws.+,, --- ,wk) from the rest of the graph, and cardinality of this separating set is less than k. Hence, if there is

separating k-set (w, ' * ,+Idus+t~ a ,l , U} then there is no separating k-set
{ WIl, ' " * , +C, Ys ++a t , " Yk)}.

Assume there are two separating k-sets (w1 , I s.wt+a,s+t-, •uk} and

wI, * * *,w 4,, ,*4. , •,xk) where x's and u's belong to G5. Let

{us44++,,l. " , , ( 4 , x ) = E 2 . Let (u,,,+, ,' ,uk) - E2 = EI and fx,.+.," ,x) - E 2 = E3.

Let (w,... "" ,wk) =D 2. IfD 2 is not connected to EIsE3 then (w1 , ,w,+. }-w )E 2 is a separating set with
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cardinality less thank. So,D 2 is connected toEi.uE3. W.L.O.G. assume 3xEEt:(xz)EE,yED 2. ByClaim2Ej

3 must be in the same set where Gs -E 2 -E 3 with respect to the separating set {wI, -

ButrE and D 2 are connected to each other in G - (wl, - , ,,xk) and do not belong to the same

separating component of G - (wl, - " ,x}. Hence, there is a unique (u,,+a i, -.. ,uk) for

each D 2 such that (w1 , • • ,u} is a separating k-set.

The number of different D 2 is

Hence, the number of separating k-sets with (w1 , ,w,+, I fixed and with at least one vertex from
I {(w,.+,, "' , wk) is _< 21.

The cardinality of the set of neighbors of (w,.+ ,, " ,wk) in G5 is bigger than or equal to s. Divide the vet-

rices in G2 into a collection C of nonintersecting sets VI,V 2 , "" • of s vertices such that {wl, • • •,w,JuV, is a
<n-I-k Hne h ubro hie o ,t1 ,k}i

separating k-set. The cardinality of collection C is - Hence, the number of choices for [w,+,+, - wk) is

!2' n--k
£

The number of ways (wI, ,w,) can be chosen for fixed (w, t, " ,wh) is < - 2', by the symmetry.
S

3 Hence, for the Case I

- 2' kL 
2 (k) n-I-k

f (1n-1) T I t 2*-ss '

11-2'k

f(I,n-I): 1 (n-l-k) L1 ]2t-'5 1 (n-I-k) 3k.

0

Case 2

For the cases, when at least one of the G,, i =3,4,5,6 is empty and I > k, we will do the following observation.

W.L.O.G. assume G3 is empty. The sets w1 W2, '*..,Ws+V++, , 'k), I,, ,v,+,,w,+(+, .,wk} and

{v,.I, • •• , vt,w,+f,, ,wk) are separating sets of G which separates G4, G5 and G6 respectively, so their cardi-

nalities are > k. Then,

I
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(~~-stkr~s (r=s1s t+k-r-tak > ?sr - > +r+s+t5kk-r+k-s-tak k _>r +s+ t

By taking g(I+2k) instead of g(1+k) in the recurrence , by taking g(n-l+k) instead of g(n-1) in the

recurrence and choosing (w,+.,, "'" ,wh} from n-!-2k and (w1 ,w2, ,w,) from I-k in the recurrence for
n n-2k >! 12! k we cover all other cases.

The solution to the recurrence

g(n)= max g(/+2k)+g(n-l+k)+ 3k (I-k)(n-l-2k)]

isg(n) 3 n2- 3t k2 . (For more details see Appendix 1).
20

Case3 1:< k

For the case when 1 !5 k we will do the analysis in a different way. First, among all separating k-sets choose

one which maximizes the cardinality I of G 1, where I < k (see Figure 1). Assume that we have cross separating k-

sets. By Case I the number of cross separating k-sets when Gi, i=3,4,5,6 are nonempty is 3k I (n-I-k). If one

of Gi, i=3,4,5,6 (see Figure 2) is empty we have two cases: case i when G3 or G4 is empty, and case ii when G5

or G 6 is empty.

For case i W.L.O.G. assume G3 is empty. Among all cross separating k-sets choose the one which maxim-

izes I< k for the separating k-set (w l , .. ,wk). So, either {v1 , . h..',)QGs has cardinality I<_k or

G 4{ •V$ +(+I ,vk )Gs has cardinality 7_< k. Next we will upper bound the number of these cross separating k-

sets.

Assume we have another cross separating k-set which uses (w1 , ,w,+}. If it lies completely inside either

(vj, ",v,)uG 5 whose cardinality TS k or G4.Uv,+,+1 , "",v }uG 6 whose cardinality 7< k then we can upper

bound all cross separating k-sets for G 3 empty and all separating k-sets completely inside GI [ v, , vk) by

g (J2k). Since G4 can also be empty, to cover all separating k-sets outside G 2uv 1 , "'" , vk we can upper bound

& them by g (1-3k). Note, that it also covers all other cases: case ii and cases when more than one of Gi, i=3,4,5,6 is

S empty. So, we need to show that all cross separating k-sets lies within T-2k area. Recall that we choose
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(w 1, - -- .wh) to maximize I among all cross separating k-sets.

Suppose 3 u.., - ,ukcG2 such that {w1, - *Ws+,U,+I...i, ,Uk) is a cross separating k-set with

CIA (Lus+e+i. * * , u,,+d) c:G5 , (is+e+.d.+i,, ,uk) c:G6 , and (uf++d+,, u..,,++k)h c (w,+,+,, * .*wk). The

separating k-set (wl, - -. w+,,+ ,, ,*uk) separates G5 into G7 and Gs, separates 06 into G9 and GIO, and

divides (w,.+,+, . , -wk) into (w,.+, .. - ,,,,(u4++41 , -uk I and w,.,.a..,i =, us+t+d+i, i = 1,..h. Sets

fu+g,,** ,u+,d and (u,4,+AN,, .uk) are nonempty. (see Figure 5)

Since (V1,V2 ,' *vkl is a separating k-set, for VxEG1  and VyeG 2 :(xy)eE. Analogously,

(W1 ,W 2, ,Wk) is a separating k-set, so for VXe (V1 ,V2 , .. v,)u..Gs and

Vyr=4U(,.+, --. vk~uG6 : (x,y)eE. For Vii = 1,...,s 3xe= fw1 , , -w,), 3yEG 4 :(v,x)eE, (vi,y)eE other-

wise either IV 1,V2 , -. , -Vs+,W1,W 2 , - -- w) - vi or (VI ,V 2 , '. * *. VrtW~~, W - vi is a separating (k-l)-set.

Analogously, Vvi = s+t+1,...,k 3xe G4 , 3ye G 6 :(v 1 ,x)e E, (v.y)E E; Vw i = 1,...,k 3xE(v 1 ,. V
3y eG 5 :(w,,x)E E, (w,y)e E; Vwi i =s +t+1,.k 3xe G 5 . YG6 (wxEE (w,=E.

v s4*t+1

w wtS 1 2 ssttedhD I w~~~~

k U k

Figure 5.
Separating G into components by separating k-sets

(v 1, vk), (w 1, . wk) and (w 1, ,WX+IHUS+I+1A. k
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3 Let us see how the separating k-set {w 1, ,w,+,,u,+,+. ." ,uk) separates G.

3 The sets (v, ++. "" ,vk) and G4 always belong to the same connected component of G with respect to the

separating k-set (w, " w,+,,u,..+., "" ,uk). Let {v,v 2 , " ,v,) =A, (v,++ 1, " ,vk} t G4 =B,

{w,+,+1,"',w,+,,})=C, (w,+.+A,." ,wk) =D. Note that C and D can be split into two component

C, =(w,4+,, "" ,w,+,+ and C 2 = {w. +t, - ,w. +,+, D, = {w,+,+.+ , " *,w,+,+,+I} and

D2= (WS+i,+A+o+I, "'',Wk} respectively, by separating k-set {w1 , . ,u)' . (see Figure 5). We

allow C 1 , C 2 , D 1 and D 2 to be empty. Then, the components ofG- (w, -",w,,,u,+,+,• ,ut) are:

Case a) A and BuGggu GtG &GQCuD,

Case b) B and AuG uG 7GuG sCuD,

Case c) AuG7  andBuG9 uG 1 ouGuCuD,

Case d) AuG s andBuG uG ouG7TuCuD,

Case e) BuG 9  and AuG7 uG 0ouGsuCuD,

Case f) BuG 10  andAuGquG 7uG uCuD,

5 Case g) AuG7uC1  and BuGuG1 0 uGguDuC2,

Case h) AuG guD 1  and BuGguG1 ouG7tuCuD2,

Case i) BuGguC I and AtuG 7uG 1ouGguDuC2,

Case j)BuG ouD1  andAuGquG 7 uGguCuD2 ,

Case k) AuG7 uGgQCjuDj andBuGguG1 oUC 2 uD 2 ,

Case 1) AuGTuGguC and Bu G ouG D,

Case m) BuG7 G9guC and AuG s uG I uD.

Cases a) and b) are analogous, so we will look only at the case a). Since {vl,.-. ,v, separated from

G7 uGsuCuD by (wl, -. ,w,,,, u,..,, uk}, so {wi, ,w, u++, , u,+,+d.,} separates A from the

rest of the graph G. The cardinality of {w., ,u .,+ is >k, if and only if

k - s - t - d - r _ 0, in other words {u ,, d+r+," , ) is empty. This contradict the assumption of the choice for
{u, ,tl, , * , ,uk)}.

Cases c), d), e) and f) are symmetric, so we will look only at the case c). Since

uw1 ,.,w ,,,, , uk) separates G3 u(v],. ,v,}uG 7 from the rest of the graph G. VxEG 7u(v1 ,." ,V,)

3 and VryCuD, (x,y)eE. So, {w1 , { - ,w,., u,+,+, , , u, d+,} separates AuG7 from the rest of the graph G,

I
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and {u,.4 , i" ,uk} must be empty in order for the cardinality of this set be >k. This again contradict the

assumption of the choice for (u --, uk).

Cases g), h), i) and j) are symmetric, so we will look only at the case g). First,

fw 1 . * ',w,++,,w,++,,' ', ws+_j+d+AUs+j,' ,.+,) is a separating set, so its cardinality is _>k. Hence,

ICI I >the cardinality of (us+, d+h+,, ,uk). Second, (WI,' .,W, +,Ws+l,'p ,WS , ,l,U,+,4+A+1,' ,U

is another separating set , so its cardinality is _ k. Hence, I C2 I > the cardinality of {u,+,+,, •us+t+. Combin-

ing these two inequalities we get that D is empty and IC, I = the cardinality of {us,+ +h+,, uk), 1C2 1 = the

cardinality of (u,., , , "",.+dl. Also" Gs aid G10 are empty. But then we would choose either

(w." ,WS++PIuS++. ,u,++.) or [w1,' "w 1,ws.+p+, " ,uWh h to maximize 7

instead of {w1 , ,wk}. Hence, no (w, " wUst+1, " Uk} exist.

Consider case k). First, (wI, w, • ,+p,w,+,+,,• , ws+j+e+o,us t+," ,us+t+d} is a separating set, so its

cardinality is >k. Hence, I C I + ID I I the cardinality of us+,++,,+, ,uk). Second,

{w, •..,ws+iw+t+p+l ,••, .•wk,us++ •,u) is another separating set , so its

cardinality is bigger than or equal to k. Hence, ICzl + ID2 1 athe cardinality of (u,+,,,, • • ,+s,+dl. Combining

these two inequalities we get that I C 1 i + D, I = the cardinality of { sut+d+h,+....u ) and 1C2 1 + I D 2 1 =the car-

dinality of (US 1 ... uS. +d). But then we would choose either

{WI, " Ws++p,Ws+t+e, ,Ws+(+*+h+o,Us+t+l, "" , Us+t+d) or

(w 1 , Ws+tWstpl, ,Ws++ h,Wst+,+h+ol, '' * WwU+t++ •• ,Uk) to maximize T instead of

{w1 , ,wkJ. Hence, no {w, w ,,uk} exist.

Cases 1) and m) are symmetric, so we will look only at the case 1). First,

(W 1 , W s9,+,,uj+1 , .- ,u, t.d} is a separating set, so its cardinality is bigger than or equal than k. Hence,

the cardinality of C is bigger than or equal to the cardinality of (uS++d+h+l, ,uk) and the cardinality of

,u, +.) is bigger than or equal to the cardinality of D. Second,

,'..,Ws+,,Ws+t#+A,, Wk,Us+,f+d++l, ,Uk) is another separating set ,so its cardinality is bigger than or

equal to k. Hence, the cardinality of C is less or equal to the cardinality of (us,+t+d+h+t, ,uk) and the cardinality

of u, , , u,,}+d is less or equal to the cardinality of D. Combining these four inequalities we get that

ICI =the cardinality of (U, +d+h+. " ,Uk} and the cardinality of {u,+, t, Us,,+d) is = ID I. But then we

would choose either (W1 , Ws +h,Us+, i, ,u +t+d) or
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{w '. " ' w, 4 1. ,k, s, "d ,+, ,uk ) to m axim ize linstead of (w 1 , w k).

U So, no separating k-set {wl, • • • w,,u,+, • • ,u) exists. Hence, the maximum number of cross separat-

ing k-sets and separating k-sets in Glu.v1 , - ,vk) is <g(l+3k). Hence, for Case 2 we get the following

recurrence

g g(n) = rI xg (7+3k) + g(n -l)+ 3k l (n -7-k)],

where I = max(1,7). The solution to this recurrence is g (n) I 3k n2 - 3k k2. (For more details see Appendix

2).

Combining the results of Cases 1, 2 and 3 we get the upper bound on the number of separating k-sets in a k-

connected undirected graph

~g(n)=O(3k n2),

and for fixed k this bound becomes 0 (n 2 ).

3. Lower bound

Let us now generalize the wheel graph and cycle graph [KaRa2] for the lower bounds for odd and even k

'respectively. (see figure 6 )

Take E complete graphs on k vertices, arranged in a cycle. Two adjacent complete graphs are connected via
k

k edges, one edge per vertex. Removal of these - vertices and analogous - vertices in nonadjacent complete
2 2 2

graph will separated the graph. Each of these - vertices has only one edge to one of the connected components of

the graph after separation, so we can replace each Vertex by its unique neighbor not in its complete graph. That

. n (n -3) 2
gives rise to 2" factor. Since a cycle has 2 separating pairs we get i factor. Hence, the number of

separating k-sets for the both graphs is [12k- .

A



U
12I

I O U O
Kk Kk

0 O

Kk Kk

Figure 6
Generalization of cycle for even k.
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Appendix 1.

Assume g (n) =c 1 3' n'+ C2 34k 2 . Then the recurrence

g~)max g(1+2k) +g(n-1+k) +3k (1-k) (n-1-2k~

becomes

cl n2+C2k 2C11+4c k +4clk2 +2C2 k
2 +cln2 +C11 2 +clk2...2cnln+2cnk -2clk +n -kn12 +k-2k +k 2

0= 12 (2c, - 1)+ In (1 -2c,)+Ik (2c, - 1)+nk (2c, - 1) +k2 (5c I + C2 + 2).

ISettingc I =~w ge-t
22

0=k 2(1+ C2 ).
2

So, g(n) :93kn 9 .. 3k k2

Appendix 2.

Assume g(n)-c I3k n2+ C2 3"k 2 . Then the recurrence

* ~~g(n) =mrax g(1+3k) .. g(n-1) +3 1 (n-1-k~

becomes

c I3k n2 +C2 3k k2 =c 1 3(1+3k)2 +C2 3kk 2 + cl3k(n..1)2 +C2 3kk 2 +3k I(n- 1 -k).

ci n 2 +C 2 k 2 C 12 +6cilk+9c~k2 +2C2 k 2 +Cn2 +C1 12 -21 n +pJ..-,P -1Ik,

O-1 2(2C1 1I) + nI-2 1 ) + k(6cI- 1) +k 2 (9CI+ C2 )-

Since 1 ! k and setting c1  -, we get

2

*~ (L 2
223
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